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Abstrat. We show that, under suitable assumptions, Poinaré reurrenes of a
dynamial system determine its topology in phase spae. Therefore, dynamial systems
with the same reurrenes are topologially equivalent.
Introdution: From the beginning of what is today alled dynamial systems theory,
there has been great interest in the following problem: what an be inferred about a
system if only partial information about its state at eah moment in time is given? This
matter is highly relevant in physis, where often not all state variables of a system but
only one observable an be measured. To make the following arguments more preise
we introdue the following denitions.
Denition 1.1. Let M be a ompat manifold. A dynamial system on M is a dieo-
morphism φ : M −→M (disrete time) or a vetor eld X on M (ontinuous time). In
both ases the time evolution orresponding to an initial position x0 ∈ M is denoted by
φt(x0). In the disrete ase t ∈ N and φi = (φ)
i
. In the ase of ontinuous t ∈ R and
t −→ φt(x0) is the X integral urve through x0.
Denition 1.2 : An observable is a smooth funtion y : M −→ R.
In the late 70's it was known that a proedure of delay embedding ould be used to
reonstrut the "Geometry [of an attrator℄ from a Time Series" [1℄. This reonstrution
ould then be used to estimate dynamial invariants suh as Lyapunov exponents. In
1981, Takens proved three theorems [2℄, the rst of whih reads (using denitions 1.1.
and 1.2.)
Theorem 1.1: Let M be a ompat manifold of dimension m. For pairs
(φ, y), φ : M −→ M a smooth dieomorphism and y : M −→ M a smooth funtion, it
is a generi property that the map Φ(φ,y) : M −→ R
2m+1
, dened by
Φφ,y(x) = (y(x), y(φ(x)), . . . , y(φ
2m(x))) (1)
is an embedding; here "smooth" means at least C2.
As mentioned above, the delay embedding proedure (1) lies at the heart of time se-
ries analysis and several authors have extended Takens' Theorem [3, 4℄. These theorems
are virtually always used when nonlinear time series analysis is applied to experimental
data [5℄. As the reonstruted attrator is dieomorphi to the original attrator, it
an be onsidered to be the same system after a smooth o-ordinate hange. Suh a
2hange leaves dynamial invariants, suh as entropies, fratal dimensions and Lyapunov
exponents unhanged.
In this paper we study a similar situation, in whih it is not an observable in the
sense of denition 1.2. whih is known, but rather the Poinaré reurrenes of the
system. The theorems we report are not primarily intended for appliations in time
series analysis, but rather to stress the importane of Poinaré reurrenes. However,
there are some appliations, e.g. in the eld of data analysis namely for the method
of reurrene plots [6℄ or for the reonstrution of protein strutures [7℄ for whih the
results are relevant.
Poinaré reurrene, reurrene matrix and reurrene plots
Reurrene is a fundamental harateristi of many dynamial systems. The
onept of reurrene was introdued by Poinaré in a seminal work in 1890 [9℄, for
whih he won a prize awarded by King Osar II of Sweden and Norway. Therein,
Poinaré not only desribed the homolini tangle whih lies at the root of the haoti
behaviour of orbits, but he also introdued (as a by-produt) the onept of reurrenes
in onservative systems. When speaking about the restrited three body problem he
reported : In this ase, negleting some exeptional trajetories, the ourrene of whih
is innitely improbable, one an show, that the system reurs innitely many times as
lose as one wishes to its initial state. In a larger ontext reurrenes make part of one
of three broad lasses of asymptoti invariants [8℄: (i) growth of the number of orbits of
various kinds and of the omplexity of orbit families ‡, (ii) dierent types of reurrenes,
and (iii) asymptoti distribution and statistial behaviour of orbits. The rst two lasses
are of purely topologial nature. The last lass is naturally related to ergodi theory.
Of the dierent types of reurrenes whih form part of the seond lass of invariants,
the Poinaré reurrene is of partiular interest to this work. It is based on the Poinaré
Reurrene Theorem [8℄ (Theorem 4.1.19):
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a measure-preserving transformation of a probability spae
(X , µ) and let A ⊂ X be a measurable set§. Then for any natural number N ∈ N
µ
(
{x ∈ A | {T n(x)}n≥N ⊂ X\A}
)
= 0. (2)
Due to the great relevane of this theorem for this paper we give here a rather short
(standard) proof of this theorem:
Proof: Replaing T by TN in Eq. (2), we nd that it is enough to prove the statement
‡ An important invariant of the orbit growth is the topologial entropy
§ Here µ is a Borel measure on a separable metrisable spae X . Note that these assumptions are
rather weak from a pratial point of view. Suh a measure preserving funtion is obviously given in
Hamiltonian systems and also for all points on (the ω-limit set of) a haoti attrator.
3for N = 1. The set
A˜ := {x ∈ A | {T n(x)}n∈N ⊂ X\A} = A ∩
(
∞⋂
n=1
T−n(X\A)
)
is measurable. Note that
T−n(A˜) ∩ A˜ = ∅
for every n, beause if we suppose, on the ontrary, that T−n(A˜) ∩ A˜ = B with B 6= ∅,
this implies T n(B) ⊂ A. This is inonsistent with the denition of A˜, beause B ⊂ A˜.
Also note that
T−n(A˜) ∩ T−m(A˜) = ∅ ∀m,n ∈ N,
beause if we assume, on the ontrary, that T−n(A˜) ∩ T−m(A˜) = B with B 6= ∅, this
implies T n(B) ⊂ A˜ and Tm(B) ⊂ A˜. Without loss of generality, we assume that m > n.
Then T n(B) = C ⊂ A˜ and Tm(B) = Tm−n(T n(B)) = Tm−n(C) ⊂ A˜, whih is again
inonsistent with the denition of A˜.
Furthermore, µ(T−n(A˜)) = µ(A˜) sine T preserves µ. Thus µ(A˜) = 0 beause
1 = µ(X ) ≥ µ
(
∞⋃
n=0
T−n(A˜)
)
=
∞∑
n=0
µ
(
T−n(A˜)
)
=
∞∑
n=0
µ(A˜). 
That means, that if we have a measure preserving transformation, the trajetory will
eventually ome bak to the neighbourhood of any former point with probability one.
However, the theorem only guarantees the existene of reurrene but gives no indiation
of how long it takes the system to reur. Espeially for high dimensional omplex systems
the reurrene time might be extremely long.
The rst return of a set is dened as follows: ifA ⊂ X is a measurable set of a measurable
(probability) dynamial system {X , µ, T}, the rst return of the set A is given by
τ(A) = min {n > 0 : T nA ∩A 6= ∅} .
Generially, for hyperboli systems the reurrene or rst return time appears to exhibit
ertain universal properties [10℄:
(i) the reurrene time has an exponential limit distribution;
(ii) suessive reurrene times are independently distributed;
(iii) as a onsequene of (i) and (ii), the sequene of suessive reurrene times has a
limit law that is a Poisson distribution.
These properties, whih are also well-known harateristis of ertain stohasti systems,
suh as nite aperiodi Markov hains [11, 12, 13℄, have been rigorously established for
deterministi dynamial systems exhibiting suiently strong mixing [14, 15, 16℄. They
have also been shown valid for a wider lass of systems whih have to be hyperboli [17℄.
Reently, reurrenes and return times have been studied with respet to their statistis
[18, 19℄ and have been linked to various other basi harateristis of dynamial systems,
4suh as the Pesin's dimension [20℄, the point-wise and loal dimensions [21, 22, 23℄ or
the Hausdor dimension [24℄. Also the multi-fratal properties of return time statistis
have been studied [25, 26℄. Furthermore, it has been shown that reurrenes are related
to Lyapunov exponents and to various entropies [27, 28℄. They have been linked to rates
of mixing [29℄, and the relationship between the return time statistis of ontinuous and
disrete systems has been investigated [30℄.
An alternative and very pratial approah has been introdued by Ekmann et al. in
1987 [31℄. Instead of studying the (rst) return time statistis, they introdued the
reurrene matrix
Ri,j = Θ (ε− ||φi(x0)− φj(x0)| |) , (3)
where φi(x0), φj(x0) are the points on the ontinuous or disrete orbit of a dynamial
system at disrete times i and j, i.e. Ekmann et al. onsidered vetor valued time series.
If the (Eulidean) distane between these two points is smaller than the (arbitrary but
small) threshold distane ε, the Heaviside funtion Θ(·) leads to Ri,j = 1. If their
distane is larger than ε we have Ri,j = 0. Note that we will adapt the denition of
the Heaviside funtion for whih Θ(0) = 0. In priniple, the denition Θ(0) = 1 would
also be possible. Based on these denitions, Ri,j is a binary matrix, whih ontains
information about the reurrenes of the dynamial system.
This means that the orbit of the dynamial system is mapped to a binary matrix,
whih indiates that, in a sense, muh of the information these orbits ontained is lost.
However, the reurrene matrix and the derived reurrene plots, whih are a graphial
representation of the reurrene matrix, have been applied very suessfully to analyse
time series. From the matrix many dynamial invariants, suh as generalised Renyi
entropies and dimensions and also the mutual information, ould be estimated [32℄.
Reently, it has been shown that for one-dimensional systems the time series an be
reonstruted from the reurrene matrix up to a smooth observation funtion [33℄.
Later a numerial algorithm was used to reonstrut the attrator from the reurrene
matrix of various systems, e.g. the Lorenz attrator [34℄. An interesting feature of these
algorithms is that they are based on purely geometrial onsiderations, whih is dierent
from delay embedding proedure in Takens' Theorem.
These results suggested that one the reurrenes of a system are known (in the form
of the reurrene matrix in the limit of long time series) its dynamis are determined.
In the next setion we will prove a theorem, whih will show that under rather weak
assumptions it is possible to "reonstrut the geometry" of an attrator if the distane
inequalities are known for eah pair of points.
1. Proof of the Reonstrution Theorem
To investigate how muh reurrenes tell us about the dynamis of a system, we suppose
that we have a subset M of Rn for some n, and we know for eah pair of points their
distane inequality, i.e. we know if d(x, y) < ε, or if d(x, y) ≥ ε. In terms of dynamial
5systems theory, these might be the points on the attrator in phase spae, together with
their "reurrene matrix". Suppose we then map all points of M onto another set N
by a funtion f , suh that the resulting distane inequalities are the same, i.e. we have
d(f(x), f(y)) < ε if and only if d(x, y) < ε. Now we have two sets (with an indued
topology inherited from R
n
), whih have the same distane inequalities, or from the
point of view of dynamial systems theory, the same reurrenes. In the ontext of the
dynamial onsiderations, we impose a fairly natural additional ondition: that any two
elements of M an be distinguished by omparing their distanes (relative to ε) from
enough elements of M. More preisely, if the separation ondition of the Theorem
(and its Corollary) below fails for M , then there are distint points x, y ∈ M suh
that the losed ball (in M) of radius ε with entre x is ontained in the orresponding
losed ball in M with entre y. In the following proofs, we need to distinguish arefully
between strit inequalities and ases where equality might be allowed. In the pratial
appliations, this distintion seems unlikely to matter.
A orollary, whih is a onsequene of the following theorem will show, that f must
then indue a homeomorphism.
RECONSTRUCTION THEOREM: Let M,N be losed subsets of Rn for some
n < ∞. Let f : M → N be a surjetion with the property that for some xed ε > 0,
we have d(f(x), f(y)) < ε if and only if d(x, y) < ε, where d is the usual metri.
Suppose also that, for eah x 6= y ∈ M, there is an element z ∈ M with d(x, z) > ε
and d(y, z) < ε, and similarly, whenever u 6= v ∈ N, there is an element w ∈ N with
d(u, w) > ε and d(v, w) < ε. Then f is a homeomorphism.
PROOF: Notie that f is injetive, sine for x, y, z above, d(f(x), f(z)) ≥ ε and
d(f(y), f(z)) < ε, so f(x) and f(y) are distint. Hene, by symmetry, it sues to
prove that f is ontinuous.
Notie, then, that for eah x ∈M,
M\{x} =
⋃
{z∈M :d(x,z)>ε}
B(z, ε),
where B(z, ε) denotes the open ball in M with entre z and radius ε, sine x is outside
this union, but, by hypothesis, any y dierent from x is in the union (it is at distane
less than ε from some z suh that d(x, z) > ε).
Also,
N\{f(x)} =
⋃
{z∈M :d(x,z)>ε}
B′(f(z), ε),
where B′(v, ε) denotes the open ball in N with entre v and radius ε. To see this, we
apply f to eah side of the equality
M\{x} =
⋃
{z∈M :d(x,z)>ε}
B(z, ε)
6and note that
f(B(z, ε)) = B′(f(z), ε)
by the hypotheses.
Take a sequene (xk) of elements of M having limit x ∈ M. We will prove that
(f(xk)) has limit f(x). Let K = B′(f(x), ε) (sine N is losed in R
n, the losures in
N and Rn oinide). Notie that K is losed and bounded, so is ompat. For large
enough k, we have xk ∈ B(x, ε) and f(xk) ∈ B
′(f(x), ε), using the hypotheses for the
latter inlusion.
Choose δ > 0. Now
N = B′(f(x), δ) ∪
⋃
{z∈M :d(x,z)>ε}
B′(f(z), ε),
and
K = (K ∩ B′(f(x), δ)) ∪
⋃
{z∈M :d(x,z)>ε}
(K ∩B′(f(z), ε)),
a over of K by open sets (in K). Sine K is ompat, there is a nite subover, whih
must inlude (K ∩B′(f(x), δ)), as none of the open sets B′(f(z), ε) (where d(x, z) > ε)
ontains f(x), (for d(x, z) > ε yields d(f(x), f(z)) ≥ ε by hypothesis).
Hene there is an integer s and elements v1, . . . , vs ∈M suh that d(x, vj) > ε and
d(f(x), f(vj) ≥ ε (for eah j) and
K = (K ∩B′(f(x), δ)) ∪
s⋃
j=1
(K ∩B′(f(vj), ε)).
Let
α = min{d(x, vj)− ε : 1 ≤ j ≤ s} > 0.
For all large enough m, we have xm ∈ B(x, ε), f(xm) ∈ B
′(f(x), ε) and d(x, xm) < α.
Then (for eah j)
d(x, vj) ≤ d(x, xm) + d(xm, vj) < α + d(xm, vj),
so that
d(xm, vj) > d(x, vj)− α ≥ d(x, vj)− (d(x, vj)− ε) = ε,
as α ≤ d(x, vj)− ε. Hene d(f(xm), f(vj) ≥ ε for eah j.
Sine
K = (K ∩ B′(f(x), δ)) ∪
s⋃
j=1
(K ∩ B′(f(vj), ε))
and d(f(xm), f(vj)) ≥ ε for eah j, it must be the ase that d(f(x), f(xm)) < δ. Sine δ
is arbitrarily hosen, (f(xk)) has limit f(x). Thus f is ontinuous, as required. 
7The following useful orollary is immediate, sine ompat subsets of R
n
are losed,
and beause the separation property required in N follows automatially from the prop-
erties of f and the fat that the orresponding property holds in M.
Corollary 1: Let M,N be ompat subsets of Rn for some n <∞. Let f : M −→ N
be a surjetion with the property that for some xed ε > 0, we have d(f(x), f(y)) < ε if
and only if d(x, y) < ε and d(f(x), f(y)) > ε if and only if d(x, y) > ε, where d is the
usual metri. Suppose also that, for eah x 6= y ∈ M , there is an element z ∈ M with
d(x, z) > ε and d(y, z) < ε. Then f is a homeomorphism.
Interpretation
The theorem and the orollary given in the last setion show that distane
inequalities restrit the possible struture of a set up to homeomorphi transformations.
The reurrene matrix also ontains information on the time evolution of the system.
The indies i and j in Equation (3) orrespond to the times when the points φi(x0)
and φj(x0) are lose to eah other. This means that the reurrene matrix ontains the
information of whether or not the system at time j has reurred to the state it was in at i.
If the system lives in its phase spaeM , the theorem and the orollaries guarantee that if
we take all the reurrenes into aount, we an reonstrut a homeomorphi set N , one
points with idential neighbourhoods are identied. We furthermore know the sequene
in time in whih the dierent points in the phase spaes are visited. We therefore
an reonstrut a topologially onjugate dynamial system from the knowledge of the
reurrenes. This means that the reonstruted system is dynamially onjugate to the
original one, in the sense of [35℄. Both systems an then be onsidered to be idential
up to a ontinuous hange of the oordinate system.
Conlusions
Several onlusions an be drawn from these onsiderations. First of all, the
theorem shows that under some assumptions reurrenes determine a system up to
topologial onjugay. Two systems with the same reurrene matrix are dynamially
equivalent and an be onsidered to be linked by a ontinuous hange of oordinates.
This result also sheds light on standard tehniques whih are used to detet generalised
synhronisation, where one basially onsiders simultaneous reurrenes in both systems
[36, 37℄. These methods quantify the similarity of both reurrene matries for small
thresholds ε, yielding an index for generalised synhronisation. Furthermore, the main
result of this paper provides a theoretial basis for the numerial algorithm used in
[34℄ to reonstrut the trajetory of the underlying system from its reurrene matrix.
This reonstrution was shown to be possible for a rather large interval of values of the
threshold ε. In the ase of the Bernoulli map, for example, the ε-ball ould over up to
half of the phase spae. Also for ontinuous systems like the Rössler or the Lorenz system
this reonstrution ould be performed for ε-neighbourhoods overing a large fration
of the phase spae. The quality of the reonstrution was pratially independent of
8ε then, as even spatial strutures muh smaller than ε ould be reonstruted for long
time series.
The theorem proved in this paper also supports the method proposed in [38℄ to generate
twin surrogate data from the reurrene matrix.
Furthermore, our onsiderations suggest that it be might possible to show that f
together with its inverse f−1 has to be dierentiable, i.e. at least C1, and therefore
indues a dieomorphism between M and N .
This work illustrates that, in a sense, reurrenes provide an alternative desription of
a dynamial system.
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